Beyond an hour of Code

Taking the machines back to student centers and zero period

Ephesus Elementary "Codes the Machines" in our annual participation in the Hour of Code™

Classes participated from December 4, 2017 through December 15, 2017.
Initial Dash Challenge

From

Extension by 3rd graders for 1st graders
Scroll Quest center
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Your work

Teacher

Kaitlin Baird

Code.org Lesson 1

Code.org - Course A: Debugging: Unspotted Bugs #1
https://studio.code.org/s/coursea/stage/1/puzzle/1?section_id=1435287
Cubelets Challenge
From modrobotics.com
and
Makerspaceforeducation.com

Funded by DonorsChoose
Cubelets in centers
Littlebits coding kit
From
Littlebits.cc

PTA grant funded a 6-pack littlebits Code Kit $1690.95 and DonorsChoose
Start with Challenging Robot

Move to a simpler robot in the classroom